ASA Executive Board Meeting 4-26-05
Attending: Jen, James, Mike, Will, Janet, Nici, Ken
Excused Absences: Marcus
Unexcused:

*Mike motions to approve Silver Wings as Sponsored Group: 6-0-1
PASSED

*Society for biological engineering (sponsored)
  What about BMES wanting to change their name to BE-BMES
SBE is sponsored by Chemical
Ken motions to approve them as sponsored by Chemical: 4-2-2
Janet motions to table until we resolve department sponsor issue and names: 5-1-2
TABLED

*System Design and Management Student Group
James motions to approve as sponsored of SDM: 5-0-3
PASSES

*EECS Grad
They applied as sponsored – therefore cannot get GSC funding
The funding they already got must be taken back
Mike motions to approve as sponsored group: 6-0-2
PASSES
Jen will email GSC Funding to have them not give this group money

*UCO – wants to be sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ
Mike motions to approve as sponsored group of CCC: 5-0-3
PASSES

*Students United for Progressive Change
For every issue that they want to talk about, there is already a group that does each issue
New name requested. “Progressive Change” does not imply “open discussion”
Will motions to approve as full group on condition we approve name change: 7-0-1
PASSES

*Chinese Campus Evangelistic Fellowship
Some believe that it is too narrow to be recognized
Mike moves to approve as full group: 0-6-2
FAILS
Ken moves to approve as full without funding and that they add Mandarin to their name:
Ken also requests role call vote: Will n, Ken y, Mike n, Jen a, Janet n, Nici y, Katie on Marcus a,
James n - 2-4-2
FAILS

*Thirsty Ear Executive Committee
Mike motions to approve as full with restriction to funding: 7-0-1
PASSES

*Heartsafe – sponsored by EMS
Mike motions to approve as sponsored: 7-0-1
PASSES

*MEET
Will motions to approve without funding: 7-0-1
PASSES

*Impulse
Jen recuses herself from this issue
Mike moves to approve as full with restriction to funding: 2-3-2
FAILS

*MIT Whistlers
For similar reason, Jen recuses
Mike moves to approve as full with restriction to funding: 6-0-1
PASSES

*Mechanical Project Group
Will moves to approve as full without access to funding: 1-6-1
FAILS

*MIT Capital Management
Mike moves to table until they talk with Tracy and SAFO (Laurie Ward): 7-0-1
TABLED

*MIT Welding Club
Mike moves to approve as full group: 0-7-1
FAILS
Main concern: lack of funding – therefore can’t get anything useful from ASA
Other concerns: safety

*Recruitment Rules
Nici motions to approve given recent changes: 6-0-2
PASSES

*IFC, Panhel, LGC
Mike motions to approve pursuant of approval by IFC, Panhel and LGC: 6-0-2
PASSES

Bulletin Boards:
European Club: 17N
ESP: 18
Students for Isreal: Deny request, poor use, 26D
Hillel: Deny request, we have limited inf. Space, 17C
Kinaesthetics Lab D2